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Partial splits at each end of flat sheet
permit flexibility for top sheet ha|f‘s to be
independently folded over at pillow end and
flexibility to tuck in at foot end.
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Partial stitch at
head-end

approximately
10% of flat

sheet length

Partial stitches at each end of flat
sheet maintains bisections attachment

and partial split in the middle of the flat
sheet imparts flexibility for bed
occupants to extend appendages or
receive medical supplies.  Polar Fleece (PF)
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Partial splits at each end of the bottom
sheet provides flexibility for tucking bottom
sheet or fitting bottom sheet around

Fig. 3
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Flat (top) bisectional sheet having a continuous
stitch between the cotton and polar fleece sections is
stitched at the toe end of the fitted (bottom)
bisectional sheet. The combination of the stitched

flat to fitted bisectional sheets advantageously
provide for a single bed making operation.
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